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TopSolid'Design's revolutionary CAD software automatically sorts and classifies your work.
TopSOLID'Desktop supports drawing processing and optimization software that meets

corporate standards requiring detailed specifications, as well as standards from AutoCAD and
SolidWorks programs. Search through the list of CAD/CAM file feeders. Compact working day
with a clear plan and full control Track progress, save and access any of your collection A group

of functions such as working with tools, folders, data collection tools, notepad, search by
parameters. Tailored mechanisms to minimize interference and improve performance Overview
of plans for orders made using the planner, showing time, fixing and displaying the progress of
an order, filling in error messages and much more. Reading blueprints, viewing graphs. Visual

reports that allow you to quickly assess the progress of work An essential component of
production management software.Enhance Outlook for Electronic Documents Unlimited access

to the entire history of document flow Import, export and export of AutoLISP objects, the
ability to create your own objects Optimum balance between ease of use and flexibility Transfer

a task using the multifunctional notification window. Comparison with other applications.
Creation of reports. Authorization and access rights management Support for multiple users.

Automatic saving of passwords. Print a document according to templates for comparison with
other documents. Application control using different access rights Commissioning system

management Writing information to a file, saving drawings Documents tab for viewing
documents created in AutoSoliDirect, AutoZ, VCS, EXCEL, etc. Connecting to networks using

remote desktop tools Summing up the functionality of ESRI CAD, we found that the
SystemGraphics database family has over 900 built-in modules, and all SystemGrafx

components have over 1600 functions, most of which are standard for Autodesk. The table
shows features such as: â€¢ Processing files in *.dwg, *.pdf, *dxf formats. Working with

elements; â€¢ Automation of the design process; In the creation of complex products,
distributed and graphics technologies,
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